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Histovery designs, produces and operates “augmented visits” solutions, to best showcase monuments,

museums and tourist sites with cutting-edge technologies.

Its innovative solutions enable the general public to rediscover the wealth of cultural heritage via interactive

technologies which are spectacular and accessible to all, in perfect compliance with scientific knowledge.

Vision Ambition Methods

Make the visit a unique 

experience: spectacular, fun, 

educational

In service of cultural heritage

Combining scientific rigor, 

editorial and technological

excellence 

To revolutionise cultural media 

(audio guides, etc.)

Drilling, refining and exporting

“French petrol”

Becoming a point of reference in a 

market with international growth

potential

Development of an integrated

technological architecture

and technological Editorial 

excellence

Economic and contractual

pragmatism



HistoPad, a new cultural media tablet device,

enables visitors to take control of their visit in an

interactive, fun and personalised manner.

A journey back in time

By orientating the screen in every direction,

visitors can explore a reconstituted site in a given

era.

Showcasing collections

Concise texts, interactive objects or animations

enabling visitors to understand the historical

reconstitutions and ask questions about the

exposed works.

HistoPad is also:

Geolocation, enabling visitors to

orientate themselves and to organise

their discovery trail.

A complete tool for creating

customer loyalty (collecting

anonymous statistics regarding visits,

managing questionnaires, CRM tool,

etc.)

The possibility of remotely

maintaining machines installed onsite,

collecting visitor data and installing

successive updates and



This tablet audio guide which can be

paired with the HistoPad, adds audio

comments to images.

Like the HistoPad, the AudioPad

integrates geolocation and remote

maintenance functions, as well as

automatically activating audio

commentaries during the different

stages of the visit.

HistoApp is an app which can be

downloaded onto smartphones and

tablets and offers an augmented visit

of a site on your personal mobile

device’s screen.

Urban furniture - by looking into

HistoCam via stereoscopic glasses you

can see and discover, in perspective

and in relief, the 3D reconstitution of a

site as it was in the past. The HistoCam

operates via sunlight. It does not

consume any energy and does not need

to be plugged in electronically. It resists

frost and bad weather. Its design is

customizable.



FOR THE BROAD GENERAL PUBLIC

Histovery develops showcase solutions for the broad

general public, in coherence with its cultural partners’

public service missions. Fully translated into 12

languages and including PMR, LSF and Audiodescription

versions, the HistoPad is for everyone: adults and the

young, connoisseurs or novices, the disabled, individuals

or groups, etc.

THE TECHNOLOGY AND 

INNOVATION PLATFORM

On the technological level, the “HistoPad Platform”, at

the heart of the company’s strategy, enables Histovery

to guarantee to its partners the long-term

sustainability of the deployed technological offer,

and to prevent any obsolescence of the visit solutions.

A CONTENT-BASED APPROACH

Lead by managers issued from the publishing and

video games sectors with a strong historical component

and with its teams of expert in history of art and

human sciences, Histovery is developing a resolutely

content-based approach.

The company produces all its content under the high

editorial authority of the cultural partner, in

agreement with the needs and wishes of the

concerned teams as well as available resources. HistoPad is a true media device:

• Adapted to the new cultural practices of the general

public;

• Fun, guarantees that members of the same group of

visitors can share discoveries, contrary to a traditional

audio guide;

• Accessible to all visitors, contrary to a demonstration

terminal or an oculus which can only be used by one

visitor at a time;

• Non-evasive, respects the integrity of the cultural site

or space.



DIGITAL SOLUTIONS AT THE SERVICE OF CULTURAL PARTNERS

Our solutions can also be used by cultural partners as an all-encompassing Customer Relationship

Management (CRM) tool as well as being able to assess their policy and programming. Amongst other

advanced functionalities, HistoPad offers:

Statistical 

reporting: to 

analyse the 

behaviour and 

habits of visitors

A digital visitor’s 

book: to collect 

and exploit visitor 

feedback

A post-visit

functionality via the 

sending of a 

personalised follow-

up email

A customizable 

questionnaire 

and survey

functionality

An e-commerce tool and a 

tool for customized 

recommendations for cultural 

purchases at the cultural 

partner’s shop



Histovery offers 3 business models to its cultural partners : 

• Histovery equips the partner with a "ready-to-rent augmented visit solution" and maintains it 
throughout the years : content updates, new features, etc. The new revenues are shared with the 
cultural institution.

L O N G  T E R M  C O N C E S S I O N

• All visitors make the tour with their HistoPad.

L O N G  T E R M  C O N C E S S I O N  W I T H  H I S T O PA D  I N C L U D E D  
I N  T H E  E N T R A N C E  F E E

• Sell of a turkney augmented visit solution. In this model, Histovery sells its technology and 
expertise in terms of augmented visit : conception, production, equipment, maintenance, etc. 

S E R V I C E P R O V I S I O N



Calvados, Normandy, 

launched in 2013

Seine-et-Marne, launched

on 14 November 2015

National Domaine of Chambord, Loir-et-Chair, launched in

June 2015

The HistoPad offers the unprecedented experience of an

immersive visit thanks to the principle of Augmented

Reality. Visitors can immerse themselves in the era of François

1er, in eight rooms of which the structure and the décor, lost

over time, have been reconstituted in 360°.

A virtual guided visit enables visitors to improve their

knowledge of the history of the Château from the 16th

century to today.



Paris, launched in January

2016

Epinal, Vosges, launched in 

July 2016

Paris, launch in December 2016

Find more about our key achievements on our website :

www.histovery.com/en



National and international coverage in 

leading French and foreign titles.
HistoPad of the Château 

Guillaume le Conquérant

- +75% visits between 2013 and 

2015

- 98% satisfaction

HistoPad Chambord 

- 96% satisfaction 

- Rated                       by users

- 93% recommendation 

- +50% visit duration 

HistoPad of the Empress’ 

Chinese Museum

- Rated 8/10 by users

- 95% recommendation 

« Brilliantly realistic

360° restitutions ! »

« A small revolution

is under way… »

« A journey back in 

the Renaissance ! »

…


